Mr. Peter Garretson is an CFR International Research
Fellow at IDSA New Delhi. He advocates international
cooperation for peaceful uses of outer space, and is
currently engaged on an academic project on space solar
Institute for Defence power, that requires him to understand the capabilities and
Studies and Analyses interest of potential stakeholders and other parties in
government and industry to harvest energy from space.
His talks, discussions and brainstorming sessions are a
part of his study and dissertation. Listening to feedback from
audiences on what sort of project construction is likely to be
viable or not, would be the basis to develop his concepts
and proposals. These in turn would be related to a potential
framework for an Indo-US global mission to realize energy
from space structured through various programmes in new
and advanced systems and technologies required for this
venture. He can be contacted at:

Budobiker@gmail.com

Standard Disclaimer

• This introductory brief is solely the opinion of
the author and not, the opinion and position
of any of the any organization, including:
– IDSA
– CFR
– Any US Government agency
– Government of India
– Any Civil Space Advocacy Group (NSS, SFF)
…at least not yet!
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India / South Asia Facts
• No country whose annual primary commercial energy consumption
averages less than the equivalent of 100 kilograms of oil per
capita [0.7 BOE] can guarantee even basic necessities to all of
its inhabitants....As the rate of energy consumption approaches the
equivalent of 1 tonne of oil [7.3 BOE or 1000kg], industrialization
advances, incomes rise, and the quality of life noticeably improves...
Widespread affluence requires, even with efficient energy use, the
equivalent of at least 2 tonnes [14.6 BOE or 2000kg] of oil per
capita per year. --Vaclav Smil, Energy in World History
• “Gold Standard” of high standard of living, internal stability, low energy
intensity per unit economic activity is 30 BOE (barrel of oil equivalent)
per year (Japan, South Korea) –Mike Snead, The End of Easy Energy
and What to Do About It]
• South Asia per capita commercial energy consumption is 300kg
(2.17 barrel) (1/3 China in 2001) --Ashok Sharma, CCLAWS 2008]
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South Asia and the “Energy Yardstick”

2.9 BOE (403 kg)

0.7 2.1

1.2 to 1.5 Billion
150 GWe to 360 GWe

4.3
24.4

“basic necessities of all”

“Noticeable Improvement”

“Widespread Affluence”

27.0

56.5
Diminishing
Productivity
Per unit energy

“Gold Standard”

0.7

7.3

15

30

100 kg

1 Tonne
1000 kg

2 Tonne
2000 kg

~4 Tonne
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Barrel of Oil Equivalent (BOE) per capita per year
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Projections of India’s Growth in Population Electricty
India’s Installed Capacity (2002–2090)

India’s Power Generation
• India currently generates 121 GWe of which 56%, or about 67.8
GWe is from Coal (Dr. Kalam Energy Independence)
• Reserve to Production at Current rates of usage predict
exhaustion of coal in 212 years. (SARI-E)
• To sustain the projected GDP growth rate, the energy
production levels must be stepped up to 1350 GWe (11x today)
by 2050 [44 years from date of plan]. (11th Plan R&D Proposal)
• That is an annual growth of approximately 5.5%
• 2050 to be 49% by coal, 3.8% oil, 11.8% gas, 8.3% hydro,
2.4% non-conventional renewable and 24.8% nuclear (DAE
Study cited in 11th plan R&D proposal)
• Under the above assumptions, India will exhaust its reserves of
coal a mere 13 years later, in 2063..and with it 49% (661 GWe,
or 5.5x its Total current capacity) of its generating capacity.
• <13 years to replace what took you >45 to create…
• That’s a problem.

“There is practically no chance communications
space satellites will be used to provide better
telephone, telegraph, television, or radio service
inside the United States.”
- T. Craven,
FCC Commissioner,1961*
* The first commercial communications satellite went into service in 1965

“Only puny secrets need protection.
Big discoveries are protected by public incredulity.”
--- Marshall McLuhan
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Space science and technology
for the socio-economic benefit of Humanity
"There are some who question the relevance of
space activities in a developing nation. To us, there
is no ambiguity of purpose. We do not have the
fantasy of competing with the economically
advanced nations in the exploration of the moon or
the planets or manned space-flight.
But we are convinced that if we are to play a
meaningful role nationally, and in the community
of nations, we must be second to none in the
application of advanced technologies to the
real problems of man and society.“
---- Dr. Vikram Sarabhai

Energy Security and Climate Change are real problems
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“Drilling Up”
Space-Based Solar Power

The Opportunity
of the Century?

Peter Garretson
Transformational Strategist
April 2009

This brief is the author’s opinion alone, and not a position of any organization

Why Space Solar Power is the Biggest Idea in Space & Energy:

Billions to Trillions - Renewable - Sustainable - Scalable
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Demand
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Options that can deliver Terawatts of Green Energy

Source: EIA

• By 2025, We will have added another 2 Billion to planet
Earth. Many will have transitioned from poor to developed
lifestyles, and our energy needs will have doubled!
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Another option to help mitigate carbon concerns

• Providing large amounts of renewable, sustainable, GHG-free
energy to the grid
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Space Solar can complement terrestrial solar, adding yet another
arrow in the quiver to fill the gap left by peaking fossil fuels

• Providing the constancy, reliability and high duty cycle for
urban settlements & industry other renewables struggle to fill
* Especially for large urban centers
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Today’s Energy Breakdown
85% or
~7/8th

13% or
~1/8th

• Source, Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_energy_resources_and_consumption
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Even with significant deployment of all renewable energy
sources…some project a significant deficit to meet our needs

• Mike Snead’s “The End of Easy Energy & What to do about it:
• http://mikesnead.net/resources/spacefaring/white_paper_the_e
nd_of_easy_energy_and_what_to_do_about_it.pdf
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The Energy Challenge

Future Energy Options Must Be…
• Following wood, coal, and oil, the 4th energy must be*:
– Non-depletable - to prevent resource conflicts
– Environmentally clean – to permit a sustainable future
– [Continuously] Available – to provide base-load security for everyone
– In a usable form – to permit efficient consumption & minimal infrastructure
– Low cost - to permit constructive opportunity for all populations

•

A portfolio of substantial investments are needed, but options in the
next 20-30 years are limited…
Source

Clean

Safe

Reliable

Base-load

Fossil Fuel

No

Yes

Decades remaining

Yes

Nuclear

No

Yes

Fuel Limited

Yes

Wind Power

Yes

Yes

Intermittent

No

Ground Solar

Yes

Yes

Intermittent

No

Hydro

Yes

Yes

Drought; Complex Scheduling

BioBio-fuels

Yes

Yes

Limited Qty – Competes w/Food

Geothermal

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Space Solar

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

* Adapted from Dr. Ralph Nansen’s book, “Sun Power”
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Supply
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The largest source is our one working
fusion
reactor…the
Sun
The Sun
is the
largest resource
382,700,000,000,000 TW

Today, Earth needs 15 TW, soon it will need 30 TW
But what is the best way to harvest this energy?
21

Traditional Solar power is reduced in power, constancy, and
utility by the Day-Night, Summer-Winter & Weather cycles
1366 W/m^2 In Space
382,700,000,000,000 TW

0 W/m^2
Night

Seasons

1000 W/m^2
Peak Equator

Weather

120,000 TW to
Earth’s Surface

125-375W/m²
North America

Space-Based Solar seeks to break the tyranny of these cycles not through
storage or distribution, but changing the collection point
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Go where the energy resource is huge & constant!
Harry G. Stine calculated
that GEO alone could
accommodate construction
of
(17,700 Sats @ 10 GW)
177,000 GW!

More than we need for the next century!
363 TW-yrs
Remaining Oil Reserve
of 1.285 TBBL
= 249.4 TW-yrs
More and more of this oil will have to be
used to recover remaining reserves

~250 TW-yrs

Total area of a cylinder of 1km width and
perimeter at GEO (w*2*pi*r). In reality, you
would not build a ring, and individual
powersats could be turned normal to the
Sun. However a ring establishes the max
upper limit of energy and is a good
approximation. For a ring, max limit of
actual radiation available in a 1km band
must be reduced by self-shielding (pi/2),
and perhaps worst inclination degrees
(cosine of 23 degrees = .92)

~212TW-yrs

Annual World
Energy Demand
(All Forms)
50 TW (2050)
30 TW (2025)
15 TW (2007)

All Recoverable Oil

Annual Oil Production ~8TW-yr

Annual energy Available
in just 1 km of GEO

Annual Energy-to-Grid On-Earth 21 TW
assuming 10% Solar-to-Grid of 1 km
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Opportunity
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Indian Interest, President Dr. Kalam:
However solar flux on earth is available for
just 6-8 hours every day whereas incident
radiation on space solar power station
would be 24 hrs every day. What better
vision can there be for the future of space
exploration, than participating in a global
mission for perennial supply of renewable
energy from space?
Space based solar power stations have six to fifteen times greater
capital utilization than equivalent sized ground solar stations.
Linking Space solar power to reverse osmosis technology for largescale drinking water supplies could be yet another major contribution
of Space.
http://pib.nic.in/release/release.asp?relid=26889
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Indian Interest AeSI Recommendations, 2007:
…generate a national
consensus for the Global
Aerospace and Energy
initiative, determine the sources
and uses of funding, and evolve
a suitable management
structure and system to plan
and implement the mission
Dr. V. Adimurthi
Dr. V.K. Saraswat
Chairman of Panel
Chairman AeSI
[CCR&D Space & Missiles, DRDO] [Group Director VSSC, ISRO ]
http://www.aesi-hyd.com/conference07/Panel_recommendation.htm
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SBSP Renaissance Stared with DoD/NSSO Report 2007:

Space-Based Solar Power does
present a strategic opportunity
that could significantly advance
US and partner security,
capability, and freedom of
action, and merits significant
further attention on the part of
the United States Government
and the private sector.
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Space Solar Alliance for Future Energy (SSAFE):
The common goal of Space Solar Alliance for Future Energy founding member groups:
“To ensure that the benefits of renewable clean energy from space solar power are understood and
supported by business, governments and the general public.” Founding member groups and contacts:

National Space Society

ProSpace

http://nss.org

http://prospace.org

Space Frontier Foundation

Space Generation Foundation

http://space-frontier.org

http://www.spacegeneration.org/

Space Studies Institute

Space Power Association

http://ssi.org

http://www.spacepowerassociation.org

Space Enterprise Council

Spaceward Foundation

http://www.uschamber.com/space

http://spaceward.org

Aerospace Technology Working Group

ShareSpace Foundation

http://www.atwg.org/

http://sharespace.org

Marshall Institute

AIAA Space Colonization Technical
Committee

http://marshall.org/

Moon Society
http://www.moonsociety.org/

http://www.aiaa.org/portal/index.cfm?GetCom
m=195&tc=tc

http://ssafe.wordpress.com/about/
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National Space Society (NSS) Position Paper:

The National Space Society
believes that one of the most
important long-term solutions
for meeting those energy
needs is Space Solar Power
(SSP), which gathers energy
from sunlight in space and
sends it to Earth.
We believe that SSP can solve
our energy and greenhouse
gas emissions problems.
http://www.nss.org/legislative/positions/NSS-SSP-PositionPaper.pdf
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More Support:
AIAA
The SPS is one of several potentially competitive
options for providing a nondepletable source of
baseload electric power in the future…The SPS
appears to be technologically feasible.
http://pdf.aiaa.org//downloads/publicpolicypositionpapers//SolarSats-1978.pdf

SFF
A fundamental challenge in this century is how
to provide for the world's growing energy needs.
In meeting this challenge, it is vital that we
protect the Earth's fragile biosphere. Space
Solar Power, or SSP, may be part of the energy
solution. SSP could be an environmentally
friendly economical energy producing
technology that simultaneously promotes the
human realization that the Earth is an open
system and the human settlement of space.
•http://space-frontier.org/Projects/spacesolarpower/
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Dept of Commerce Office of Space Commercialization:

As society seeks to identify
and develop alternative
energy sources for the
future that are clean, safe,
and continuously
available, the concept of
space-based solar power
(SBSP) is beginning to
gain traction as a potential
answer to the world's
long-term energy needs.
http://www.space.commerce.gov/power/
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Obama Administration Interest:
The U.S. federal government
has invested over $21 Billion in
fusion research in the last 50
years, and the DOE is currently
spending $300 million per year
on fusion energy research.
When choosing a lead agency
for SSP, the Administration
should establish an SSP
research budget within that
agency that grows to at least
the level of the DOE’s fusion
energy research program.
http://change.gov/open_government/entry/space_solar_power_ssp_a_solution_for_energy_independence_climate_change/
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Transmission Market Potential:

MPT is the most commonly
proposed method for
transferring energy to the
surface of the Earth from
solar power satellites or other
in-orbit power sources.
The report details the
technology behind Microwave
Power Transmission, the use
of MPT in SPSS and a lot
more.
http://energybusinessreports.com/shop/item.asp?itemid=1745
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Buzz Aldrin & ATWG:
•Bush VSE missed (or lacked) almost entirely
any strategic vision and goals for supporting
and enabling space-based human economic
expansion or industrialization in space.
•…proposed cabinet-level U.S. Department of
Space (DOS), as discussed earlier, should
manage and take charge of the government
functions of supporting and incubating
space-based industrial capability and
transportation infrastructure development
•…investing in SBSP (space based solar
power) and space tourism infrastructures as a
significant part of the national space economy
and energy programs—is the choice of a
strategic space goal that certainly will reignite the American spirit

http://billionyearplan.blogspot.com/
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Abbey Lane/Baker Institute:
Recommendation 3: Deliver longer-term
payoffs (within four to eight years) for
energy and the environment
As a potential long-term energy solution,
an effort would be made to demonstrate—
initially on a small scale—wireless power
transmission from space to Earth using
shuttle and ISS…this concept has made
major strides since its inception
…Demonstrating space solar power on a
small scale would help us better
understand what would need to be done to
utilize this concept for electrical power
needs.

http://www.bakerinstitute.org/publications/SPACE-pub-ObamaTransitionAbbeyLaneMuratore012009.pdf
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Chamber of Commerce Space Enterprise Council:
…the urgency of energy needs
requires ongoing Federal
investment in a balanced
portfolio of alternative energy
research programs, which
should include study of SBSP.
Major technical progress
already achieved in SBSPrelated technologies
strengthens the case for
including SBSP in the mix of
alternative sources to explore.
http://www.uschamber.com/space/policy/whitepaper.htm
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Space Enterprise Council White Paper Cont.

• Beyond enhancement of energy production per se, SBSP might
help create new economic opportunities through resultant
technology advances in space launch, space utilization, and
technological spin-offs applicable to a host of materials and
processes.
• For example, SBSP research might lead to improvements in the
efficiency of solar cells that power communications satellites, as
well as power management systems for terrestrial solar power
systems.
• Also, to the extent that SBSP is integrated into terrestrial solar
power production, development of SBSP ground infrastructure
might generate revenue even before deployment of systems in
space. In this and related applications, SBSP could emerge as
an enhancement for, rather than a competitor with, terrestrial
solar power generation.
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The potential market is huge: a revolution in space
WORLD-WIDE POTENTIAL ANNUAL LAUNCHED WEIGHT
(does not include growth of comm/nav/locate/sense services)
1 Billion

Total
100 million

Annual kilograms
to LEO

Solar Power
delivery

10 million
Exploration
and commodities

DOD

Current
total

1 million

Power Relay
and light

100,000
Public Travel
Hotels
10,000

Business Parks,
Sports pavilions

Global delivery
2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060
Source: Ivan Bekey

Indian Expertise?
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Technology
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Go where there is no night

Collect 9x as much
Solar Flux in Space

Ground Based Solar Array
Over 24 hours

1366 w/m2
constant

1000 w/m2
Peak
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The same array in space collects many times more power than it
would on Earth

Go where the intensity is unaffected by Summer-Winter &
Weather Cycles to get constant power & high duty cycle

>99% availability

Spring

Summer

Fall

Winter

The Limits of Existing Options

Ground-Based vs. Space-Based Solar for Baseload Power
1000
June Best
June Average

800

43 m2

June Worst
600
2

Watts/ m

400
200

18.3 m2

0
0:00

3:00

6:00

9:00

12:00

15:00

18:00

21:00

~ 32 W/m2
[Average]

Ti me of Day

3.65

1366W @
1 m2

1.37

In Space

On Earth

(continuous)

m2

m2

with the
atmosphere, it
takes…

With the DayNight Cycle
it takes…

(In Winter;
~9 hours sun)

~ 75 W/m2
[Average]

With Weather…
(Case of 5 days
Overcast)

And, With
Energy Storage
(@40% R/T)

Effective Energy Comparison
1366 W/m2 : 32 W/m2
Ground Area Comparison
160 W/m2 : 8-16 W/m2
Source: John Mankins: 14 April 2007 / Space-based Solar Power: Realizing the Opportunity

Trade Space & Architecture Choices
Materials Source
Asteroidal
Terrestrial

Lunar

Manufacture Location
Earth
Moon
Space
Launch /Orbit Raising / Installation Selection
Partial Tether Elevator MagLev SSTO TSTO Hybrid Laser Launch Microwave NERVA
Orbit Choice
GEO-HALO GEO MEO LEO SunSync Lunar
Power Generation & Structure Choice
Thin Film PV Solar Dynamic
Concentrator PV
Planar PV DT Fusion Storage
Transmission Choice
Visible
Microwave Relay Airship-Relay
Market Segment
Niche Customer
(Shale, Contingency)

Baseload

Peak Desalination Hydrogen
Production

Beam that energy down through atmospheric windows
where you experience minimal losses

Very little. High atmospheric transmittance, low moisture coupling
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A useful analogy is a hydroelectric dam!

•

High Capital Costs

•

High Capital Costs

•

Long Payback

•

Long Payback

•

No Fossil Fuel Feed

•

No Fossil Fuel Feed

•

Renewable

•

Renewable

•

2.07 GW (peak)

•

2.5 GW (sustained)
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Think of an RLV as an energy mining platform or
construction vehicle you need to tap the resource

• $.7 – 1.2B (first unit cost)
– $6-10 B Development

• $1 - 5 B

Space Solar lifecycle CO2 is better than nuclear; 60x better
than coal

VS.

The Satellite

• Large Collectors focus
energy on
• Solar Cells or Solar
Dynamic
• Convert to Electricity
• Send to Radio Antenna
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The Rectenna

• Many lines of wire with rectifying diodes
• Converts over 80% of energy
• About the size of a small Airport (3-5km)
• Land below good for Agriculture
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The Beam

• Just like your Wi-Fi or Cell Phone
• Frequency transparent to atmosphere
• Long Frequency, Non-ionizing (Safe)
• 1/6th the intensity of peak sunlight
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Even manufacture Carbon-Neutral-Fuels with abundant
renewable energy…and Desalinization
Water Input

CO2 Input
SBSP
Energy
Input*

Electrolysis
Or Thermal
Decomposition

O2
2H2O

2CO2

Thermal
Decomposition

MTG via ZSM
ICI

Cement Process
Atmospheric
CO2 Capture

Sabatier

Fischer
Tropsch

2H2

2O2

Fuel

Methane
Fuel

H2 O

2CO

Methanol
Fuel
Gasoline
Fuel

* Note: Can substitute other renewable or nuclear electricity here

JP-8
Fuel
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Beam Direction & Concentration

• Mass is large and orbit is “fixed”
• Sized specifically for distance - Can’t focus to dangerous level
• Retro directive technology - Can’t drift
• Encrypted pilot signal necessary to focus
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Capabilities and Challenges

If this has been looked at before, what’s changed?

Technology!
• 40% Efficient Solar Cells!
• Materials / Nanotechnology
• Radar & Laser Technology
• Robotics / In-Space
Construction & Servicing
• Deployable / Gossamer
Structures
• Thermal Protection
• Tethers
NRC-Validated
NASA Fresh-Look &
SERT Studies
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Capabilities and Challenges

A lot had changed since 1977

Space Solar Power merited a re-evaluation
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Space Solar Appears to Offer
Favorable Environmental Trades in:
• Heat Rejection to Biosphere (15% vs. >50%)
– Most waste heat is rejected to space
– Additional radiation well below daily fluctuation

• CO2 Emissions
– Lifecycle CO2 Emissions are lower than nuclear
– 1/60th of Coal (without sequestration)

• Energy Payback Time appears equivalent to ground solar
• Water Usage
• Rectennas do not require water for cooling

•

Land Usage
• Land usage is considerably less than terrestrial solar for
equivalent average power
• Rectennas are >80% transparent to sunlight and would allow
agricultural and pastoral uses
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Example Designs:
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Example Designs:
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Example Designs:
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Example Designs: Modern Concentrator
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Wireless Power Transfer

Bill Brown, inventor of modern
wireless power transmission
demonstrates transmission of 1
kilowatt of power using a
magnetron, amplifiers and
slotted wave guide.

Bill Brown,
demonstrates how a
rectifying antenna (or
rectenna) can receive
the transmitted power
and convert it to
electricity, which
lights the bulbs.

Demonstration of
airship powered
from the ground
using wireless
power transmission.
Communications
Lab, Kobe, Japan,
October 1995

Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) for an SSP system would use
radio waves to carry energy. I n 1975, William Brown of
Raytheon first demonstrated Ground-to-Ground WPT at
JPL’s Goldstone Facility.

Transmitter for airship

Is This Our Future?
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Crabs-in-a-barrel/Prisoner’s Dilemma/Tragedy of Commons

Development
& New Wealth

Climate
Security

Energy
Security

Global
Stability

Common Values
Eliminate Poverty
Strategic Outlook

International Standing

Protectionism
Unfamiliarity

National Competitiveness
MTCR
Launch Policies
Frequency
Debris

Buy-in Costs

ITAR
Arms Control
Proliferation
Concept
Ownership

Indigenization
Non- Alignment

Next Steps In Strategic
Partnership

Civil Space
Joint Working Group

Energy Dialogue

High Tech
Cooperation
Group
(HTCG)

Defense
Joint Technical Group

Aviation
Cooperation
Program (ACP)

What we don’t have today

• A critical mass of advocates
• An Academic Center of Excellence
• A Coordinated Push onto the Strategic
Partnership Agenda

THANK-YOU
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Resources for Further Study

• NSS Space Solar Power Library:
http://www.nss.org/settlement/ssp/library/index.htm
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Back-Up Slides
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